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Dennis, 

Thank you VERY muc11 for thei0 retyped WEiGE, which.aVcame late ewe yesterday 

and for the diskettes. I presume that ypu kept one for yourself and sent one to 

Gerry. It is a big favor and is much appreciated. 

The manuscript on the Brown bock that someone said he'd retyped and mailed 

mask and nyver ggt here has been retyped by a stranger who seems to be a very 

fine person. I enclose the lett!'" with which he returned it. Very helpful!! 

He'd htard that nut= could come to the seminar for Jerry's assassinations 

course, heard Jerry tell the class that if any one of them wanted seine oxtre 

work I had retyping to be done and he left a note for Jerry offering to do 

it. I sent him th at as, he did it, and now I've sent him the Brown. 

I'm getting to the end of Pakinr Kennedy: The Dark Side of 'IT Hersh but 

for several days have not done very much. Suddenly I was very dizzy, so dizzy 

it was unsafe to walk even with a walker. 'Alen that eased off a friend took 

us to the doctor who decided it was inner-ear trouble. It seem to have passed 

off entirely but it has left we much more feeble, feeling tired all the time. 

If this lingerfi
fl
'11 have to consult another doctor. I want very much to finish 

Hersh. From reports I'm getting he is still on the road with his sales pitfhh 

on wh atever shows he can get. ti‘e would have prospered under Goebbels. 

Jerry is continuing to spend every minute he can find going over and copying 

files for his own work. This should enable him to help you both much more as you 

44 into yours. 
had an occasion I do not remember to write the Archives about the 

executive sessions. he got a reply in which the person in charge included a 

list of them. It does not include that of 1/22: Fascinating if it has been 

memory-holed. lie will make a police inquiry about it, 

I have reason to believe that the ARRB will in time be reporting on the 

testimony it has taken about the medical evidence. While 1  do not kno it to 

be a fact, I have the impresosion they followed up on Post Mortem. They did 

take te prISectors' testimony. What could flumes and Boswell say when cone 

fronted with the fact tint their proctocol includeS,Information that does 

not exist in any notes or other records? w hich, a. 1  uaed it, proved they, 

as is obvious, had to exists and now do not, as I also proved in Pl%They may 

have claimed to have no ratcollectio but whatever they said they should have 

at the very least have created doubts. This so you can have that io mind if as 

I beliobe something is issued in a few months. 

Again, many thOnks. It is a big favor, bigger with all else Li-6u have tth 

do. We hope you have a good year, all of you. Sincerely, 	L 


